
What stops you from
participating effectively,

productively, efficiently and
actively in English at work?
What are the main issues?

Write unfamiliar
words down and
learn them
afterwards

Ask others if they are following the
meeting to find out if you are the only one

Ask listeners if
you were clear
and easily
understood

Time pressures

Ask the English speakers for help,
assistance before moving to German

Only use German if it really helps the situation

Switch only for a short period if necessary,
tell the foreign colleagues you are
switching and switch back with a summary

Moderators should switch the
meeting back to English

If participants have switched to German,
English speakers must interrupt and ask
German speakers to switch back

translate / summarize the German to
all English speakers afterwards

Understand that we are all
non-native speakers - everyone is in
the same boat

Use chat box function if you do not
want to talk to the whole group

Start with small talk to relax you and
get your English warmed up

Leave your comfort zone - this is your
job - don't think of this as a language
issue

Be courageous! Every meeting
finishing with everyone
understanding is a win!

Use feedback function if you do not have
the courage to ask someone to slow down

Prepare for the meeting properly
(with your trainer if you wish); make
notes, check words, etc.

If foreign colleagues are using different terms for
similar items,  make sure each is clarified, a list is
kept, a mini glossary is made, etc.

Design a phrases or word
template to keep and use
during meetings

If you are stuck on a word talk around
it, ask colleagues to help you - do not
stay silent and do not try to translate

Have an online
dictionary on your
screen during meetings
to refer to if needed

Learn standard
phrases;
meetings /
moderating /
diplomatic

Training -
weekly
vocabulary
quizzes

Confidence

Using German

Moderators and colleagues
should assist less
confident speakers

The lack of vocabulary / phrases

Expressing myself clearly

Divide big explanations into
smaller chunks and keep it
short and simple - KISS

Initially tell the
colleagues that you may
have problems
expressing yourself
clearly

Communication is more
important than grammatical
accuracy

Get to know the culture you are
working with to understand how
you should best express yourself

Practise outside of work: find a
conversation partner, invite your
foreign colleagues to lunch, watch
English media

Be
polite
but be
honest

Delegate
another to
express your
ideas for you
when possible

Technology / Logistics

Try to meet with new colleagues face to
face when possible to build relationships:
use initial meeting to do a personal
presentation / 'meet' them before the
meeting / share photos, etc.

Check your
tech before
meetings,
make sure
it works

Move towards the
microphone, talk to
the microphone

reschedule / move rooms
/ change location / call
again if necessary

Use simple language

Moderators should address
people who are not contributing
/ participating

Use a meeting room
when possible to avoid
background noise,
feedback and sound
issues

Moderators should know
when people are not
following and assist

Following the meeting: colleagues,
themes, ideas, etc.

Moderators have to make sure
the meeting stays on track

Someone should take
minutes and send them out
after the meeting

Ask foreign colleagues
to explain more clearly,
draw something, write
it down, spell it, etc.

Ask questions to
clarify points at the
end of the meeting

Keep in mind that the goal
is to understand
successfully at any cost

Ask foreign
colleagues
to speak
clearly,
soften /
reduce
accent, etc.

Interrupt
at a natural
point to
ask for
clarification
(not
repetition),
i.e. at the
end of a
sentence or
when the
speaker
has paused

Look around the
room - ask / see
if others are
following / send
out a chat to a
colleague to see if
they are following

Describe your
comprehension problem
to foreign colleagues so
they understand and can
adapt their English
(moving responsibility to
them)

If the others are a
higher level of English,
ask them to slow down
and speak simply

Focus on
key points,
don't go off
track

If the
meeting is
in English -
add extra
time to the
meeting
(20-50%)
for the
extra
communication
needed

Consider
if you
should
split the
review
into
parts /
organise
tasks
before

It's too much effort

Make sure
you have
planned
the
meeting
at a time
when you
are your
most
awake,
positive
and ready

Do not multi-task during
an English meeting - turn
off your phone, do not
check emails, etc.

To avoid
losing focus,
giving up or
losing
concentration,
prepare for
the meeting

Try to think and speak in
English - translating takes
time and effort
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